FEATURE

– Glass Technology –

A TOUCH OF
GLASS

IN MUCH THE SAME WAY THAT GLASS HAS TRANSFORMED THE
APPEARANCE OF ASIA’S LANDSCAPE WITH SKYSCRAPERS, ITS USE IN THE
CONSTRUCTION OF YACHTS HAS BEEN CONSTANTLY ON THE INCREASE.
By Frances and Michael Howorth
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ADVANCES IN GLASS TECHNOLOGY have, over the years, radically changed the way
superyachts now look. In 1960, the average proportion of glass within a yacht silhouette was around
7 percent, a figure which had doubled by 1990 as windows became larger, were placed closer to each
other, and played a far more prominent role in styling. Today, that figure is nudging 30 percent.
Some consider this trend for larger glazing areas to be a new thing in the marine industry.
Others will argue that for hundreds of years, exterior glazing has to some extent mirrored what
may be found at home on land, and in some case vice versa. The Georgian sash windows in
Horatio Lord Nelson’s quarters aboard his warship HMS Victory are, for example, an obvious
example of a visual connection with more
comforting lodgings at home.
Whether this is the underlying root of this
trend or not, yachts today are the results of a
desire by clients to bring the outdoors inside,
and to blur the boundaries between the inside
and outside guest areas aboard a yacht.
The current developments in the use of
glass on superyachts can be traced to the
first Future Feadship Concept design in
2006 called X-stream. The Dutch builder
received an enthusiastic response to the idea
of offering a fully glazed superstructure and a
glass observation area in the bow. This led to
a research programme focused on the use of
very large glass panels, the deployment of glass
for strength, and the influence that glass has on
interior comfort levels.
The first yacht to really benefit from this
research was Larry Ellison’s 88-metre Feadship
Mushashi delivered in 2011. The structural
elements around the luxury interior spaces
were kept to a minimum and the proportion of
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glass to metal in her exterior profile is more than 20 percent. Then Aeon,
another in the line of Feadship concept design yachts, featured glass in
the hull and showed the world how large windows at the waterline could
offer amazing views on the oceanic world. This idea was subsequently
brought to reality on the 78.5m Hampshire II in 2012, which offers an
underwater viewing port of over one metre in diameter from the wine
cellar on the bottom deck.
The manufacturing process for high-performance marine glass must
meet all International Accredited Classification Society requirements,
as well as performance and safety standards, including BSMA25, MCA
LY2, ISO21005 and ISO614. In New Zealand, DuraShield Marine has
incorporated its specially designed polyurethane interlayer between
two or more layers of glass to guarantee that there will be no reaction
between the interlayer and the bonding material.
The quality of the glass supplied by parent company Glasshape has
met with satisfaction at shipyards around the world. McMullen & Wing
used it to great effect aboard Big Fish, the 45m motor yacht launched
in 2010 for Hong Kong-based Australian businessman Richard Beattie.
The supplier maintained a high level of communication throughout the
build process, patiently assisting with approvals from the Classification
Society – something they described as “an often tedious exercise”.
Other superyacht builders using DuraShield glass include; Evolution
Yachts in Australia, Yachting Developments and Alloy Yachts in
New Zealand and Palmer Johnson. The supplier has eight confirmed
contracts for builds ranging from 30 to 85 metres in length in New
Zealand, Australia, Chile, Turkey and the United States.
The launch of Alloy’s 46m Como recently drew much attention to
the pioneering use of glass. The owner requested unprecedentedly
large windows in the hull and a wealth of glass in her superstructure to
the point that the proportion of glass within the yacht’s silhouette has
reached 42 percent.
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Not Microsoft

Como is not alone. Builders have used glass extensively in the
construction of Hampshire II, Musashi and Venus, all recently launched
in Holland. The late Steve Jobs, creator of computer giant Apple and
owner of the 78.2m Feadship Venus, was not alone in his love of
windows (glass, not Microsoft). This head-turning yacht was a unique
collaboration between Jobs, Philippe Starck and Feadship. It is special
in many ways, but it was the use of glass that perhaps received the
most attention.
The giant windows on her pavilion deck required close cooperation
with Lloyd’s and glass expert Eckersley O’Callaghan. Normal full-scale
windows are tested in a steel contraption using water pressure to see
whether the construction will hold. Windows in the pavilion aboard
Venus measure 10m x 2.4m, however, and there is no testing facility
for such a size. Moreover, the connection system is very different as
there is only a connection on one side with the windows resting on a
couple of supports.
“Once Venus was launched, we could measure actual hull deflection
with the tank loading centred and completely to the ends,” explains
Bram Jongepier, Manager of Knowledge Development at Feadship. “We
were also able to check the accuracy of our FEM calculations – the first
time anyone has had access to real-life feedback on the computational
models used. Crucially, we were able to replicate the results of the tests
to an accuracy of 10-15 percent – an impressive figure for such an
extraordinarily complex product.”

Production yacht builders the likes of Sunseeker and Princess in the
UK are seeing an ever-increasing similarity between a client’s interior
design taste within land-based accommodation, and what is desired
from the interior of the yacht.
In Italy, Arcadia Yachts uses glass panels with built-in solar cells for
the deck canopies on the 26m Arcadia 85. Each is equipped with 40sqm
of photovoltaic panels that incorporate high-performance solar cells
that supply the power for on-board equipment the likes of showers, WC,
domestic refrigeration and lighting.
Arcadia Sales and Marketing Director Maurizio Baldoni says
solar panels will, in time, be used as a power source on a boat.

The technology is making continuous progress, but to achieve that
target will still take time.
Sunseeker Head of Design Ewen Foster says the 28m yacht’s main
deck saloon is “as close as we have got yet” to a 360-degree glazed
living space. “Whilst spectacular, the engineering behind this look
was immense,” Foster says. “Our clients see this yacht and demand a
similar look on smaller yachts and larger, and our challenge as ever is to
incorporate their brief within our styling without spoiling our overall
‘look’, engineer the areas to be structurally sound and efficient to build,
and ensure the best balance is achieved between sea-going practicality
and a leisure lifestyle.”

Production Craft

It seems that everyone queuing to buy production yachts has the
same view as Jobs. Exterior glazing has always been a fundamental
styling element on such craft, even back in the early days when the
issues were just the rake and height of a windscreen.
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In Turkey, Numarine has a dedicated in-house glass workshop that
offers flexibility and a guaranteed fit using the company’s craftsmen to
create the pieces alongside the builds. “Intricate glass work has always
been incorporated into our designs and is something we are extremely
experienced with and most importantly, have the confidence and
ability to create the designers’ vision,” says Numarine International
Marketing Manager Will Furze.

The Downside

Glazed sliding doors, full-height windows, atriums and skylights
are just some of the tools designers incorporate into their creations to
let more light in, or to provide a panoramic vista. But with these larger
expanses of glazing comes more heat. As a result, designers are learning
to more carefully balance the glazing aesthetic effect against any increase
in air-conditioning and other ventilation and heating requirements.
Larger and thicker glass panels require carefully designed support
engineering to be extremely strong, but still retain the elegance expected
on board the modern yacht. The use of gently curving, stainless steel
columns to end vast side screens with concealed fixings and clever
locking mechanisms, needs careful study and intelligent structures to
make it viable, buildable and, above all, safe. Six square metre, movable
panels of 30mm thick glass on a yacht must move smoothly and safely,
again putting great responsibility on the design team.
Perhaps a large part of this trend can be attributed to the evergrowing charter market and the resultant changes in how and why
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a yacht is used. Continued advances in technology and materials, in
conjunction with continual bench testing witnessed by classification
bodies, have allowed builders to fit larger glazing in areas that not
long ago were proscribed by the rules then in force. What were once
accurately termed as portholes or portlights are now in certain cases
large windows.
Sunseeker in the UK utilises monolithic and laminated thermally
toughened glazing, and also laminated chemically toughened glazing
depending on the application and position on the boat. Some areas are
totally flat, some are curved in two directions.

The Future

It is likely that, in years to come, glass will play an increasingly
important role in the exterior styling of a superyacht. The Pastrovich
Studio, a Monaco-based yacht designer, has unveiled plans for the 77m
X R-Evolution with a number of glass pods that could be deployed
should those chartering the yacht want to be alone.
A design proposal by Lujac Desautel is actually called Glass. He
used an unexpected source for his inspiration – Lego toy bricks – to
conceive a modular structure with each floor stacked upon the other
like building blocks.
German shipbuilder Blohm+Voss commissioned Zaha Hadid to
come up with a concept designed to get people talk. Her design is
enmeshed in a lattice-like exoskeleton of huge shaped glass to give the
yacht an almost transparent feel.
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